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Wednesday, September 21st. Troy's lawyers desperately try to stop the execution. They bring in 

an expert to administer a polygraph test to Troy. The prison turns him away. They appeal to a local 

judge. The judge dismisses the appeal. 

3:15: I make preparations to drive to Jackson after finishing my first college exam. The car 

gives me trouble. Every time I hit forty, the engine freezes and revs, louder and louder until it catches 

and the car jerks forward. I take a back road from Athens to Jackson, blindly obeying the commands 

barked out by my GPS every few minutes. I'm not sure where I am; the clustered buildings of Athens 

give way to farms and rustic houses with wooden fences and wide, flat yards. 

The car continues to struggle and sputter forward, nearly stalling several times as I make my way down

the single lane road. 

6:00: I reach Jackson. Police cars are lined up along the opposite side of the road in front of the 

prison. This side overflows with protestors, which forces me to park on a patch of grass half a mile 

away. I'm clad in a sky blue “I Am Troy Davis” shirt many other protestors wear. As I walk toward the 

main group, a middle-aged couple stops me to take a photo of the shirt. Ahead I see hundreds of 

NAACP signs with the red text overlaying the Prison Photo: NAACP says STOP THE EXECUTION. 

There are the classic blue “I Am Troy Davis” signs along with Amnesty's newer black signs which 

simply state, “Not In My Name.” 

Others brought their own signs: “Stop the Legal Lynching,” says one. Another in bold black marker: 

“Not Enough Evidence.” A woman wrote “Free Troy Davis” on a neon green placard. 

A group of students unfurl a large banner with the words “Georgia, Don't Have Innocent Blood On 

Your Hands” painted from their handprints. 

6:15: With no other options left, the Davis legal team files an appeal to the United States 

Supreme Court. 

At that same moment, I reach the main body of protestors at the intersection of two roads. 

Across one sits a gas station and a Wendy's. Across the other is the driveway to enter the Georgia 

Diagnostic and Classification Prison, blocked by dozens of police cars. A helicopter cuts through the 

noise, rhythmically chopping the air as it circles around the demonstration. 



The crowd is a myriad of voices, talking, laughing, coughing, screaming. As the minutes pass, the 

protestors become increasingly agitated. They alternate between different chants, which grow more and

more feverish as the execution draws nearer. 

“I am Troy Davis! We are Troy Davis!”

“Free Troy Davis, all night long, free Troy Davis, free them all!”

“We want Troy, let Troy out!”

“No justice, no peace!”

“They say no doubt, we say bullshit!”

Sometimes the protestors merge into one cacophony of voices united behind a single rallying 

cry. But eventually a few splinter into a separate chant, and the intertwining streams of sound interfere 

and compete for supremacy. 

A black man with a booming voice moves to the front of the crowd. “People! People, you are doing it 

wrong! We need to all say the same words at the same time. Our voices are more powerful when they 

combine as one!”

A young white man in his twenties with long, brown hair, simple clothes, a thin beard, and the 

pacifying demeanor of Jesus walks up to the other man and smiles. “My friend, when we're fighting for

justice, there is no wrong way.” 

6:30: Nearby protestors rhythmically beat drums. The sound is discomforting. I feel each beat 

reverberate through my body, interrupting my own heartbeat. It feels like we're going to war. No, it 

feels like we’ve reached the war’s climax, the moment when it all ends. 

I stand silent and peer across the road where the trees obscure the view of the prison, wondering what's 

going through Troy's mind at this moment. 

The police presence has been steadily growing. Police in SWAT uniforms congregate at the front of the 

crowd, just a few feet in front of the police tape. Riot police, clad in black armor and helmets and 

armed with batons and rifles, line up across the road. They stand there stoically, staring into the crowd 

as a few voices begin to softly sing.

Kumbaya my Lord, kumbaya,

Kumbaya my Lord, kumbaya,

Kumbaya my Lord, kumbaya,

Oh Lord, kumbaya!

6:47: The crowd chants, “No justice, no peace!” 



A group of protestors spills over the police tape. Others follow, flowing over the line, intending, 

in an act of civil disobedience, to join the smaller protest on the prison grounds across the street. The 

police rush toward the offending protestors. 

The crowd obscures my view as it surrounds them, but I hear a man repeatedly yell, “Police 

brutality!” A video later reveals a protestor walking toward the road, his arms raised in peace, when a 

tattooed police officer charges him, shoving his face away and reaching for his neck. The protestor, a 

young black man, resists and pushes the officer away, but another officer runs from behind and hooks 

his elbow around the protestor's neck, pulling them both down. The crowd drowns them out as they're 

swarmed by other officers. 

They wrestle with the man for a few seconds before I hear the crackle of Tasers against his bare 

skin. He and a few others are arrested and hauled off to the county jail. More riot police are brought in.

6:50: The whole crowd unites as one, chanting, “Too much doubt, let Troy out!” I break my 

silence and join in. 

6:53: The drums reach a feverish pitch, louder and faster than before. 

6:55: The crowd kneels and begins to pray. My mother stands beneath a tree, crying and 

praying. I stand in silence, gazing toward the setting sun. 

6:58: The man who looks like Jesus yells, “Two minutes until 7:00! Two minutes!”

7:00: I receive a text message from a friend: Please don't tell me they did it. 

Silence. 

Are they injecting his veins with poison right now? 

7:02: The news breaks. The execution has been stayed. The crowd erupts into cheers. Strangers 

hug each other. Some collapse onto the ground in tears, raising their arms skyward. Nobody knows 

what's happening, but at this point we're all just grateful that something, anything, is happening. 

Eventually, the news trickles in. The execution hasn’t been stayed. It's a temporary reprieve, 

ordered by Justice Clarence Thomas so the Supreme Court can review the final attempt to save Troy's 

life. 

One man claiming to be a lawyer bellows interpretations of the decision to anyone who’ll listen.

My father frantically refreshes CNN's website on his ancient Blackberry, hoping for a verified update. 

The sun has set now, and we're all standing there, unsure of what we should be doing. My parents and 

my sister leave. 

The helicopter still whirs overhead. 

8:00: Whispers circulate through the crowd. The execution has been stayed for a day while the 

Supreme Court considers the latest challenge. The crowd cries, “One day, not enough! One day, not 



enough!” 

The police bring in a spotlight across the road. Silhouettes of the riot police stretch over the 

crowd. They're still staring at us, their helmets emotionless faces as we wonder if we came here in vain.

The crowd chants at them, voices splitting into two groups which seamlessly alternate.

“Who do you serve?”

“Who do you protect?”

“Who do you serve?”

“Who do you protect?”

Troy pulled off his final miracle, just like he promised. 


